Part 1: The Middle East
Arabic Map of the World

Memory/Description Label

"When I first saw this piece in the Marketplace in Jordan. It immediately caught my eye. The map was one of the coolest things that I have ever seen in Jordan. That’s when I knew I had to buy it to bring it back home with me"

Written By

Steven Ragnauth
"I loved the colors of this bowl set. These bowls are hand-made, so I try not to use them. I don’t want to risk breaking it so they are just for show in my house. I love to collect hand-made items. It really brings character into my house."

Written By
Sarah Ragnauth

Clay

Aqua Bowl Set

Memory/Description Label:

Aqua Bowl Set

2018

Piece is from Istanbul
"I bought this tea set and tea in the Grand Bazaar in Turkey. When I got back to the airport and went through security, I got stopped. The security officer tried to open the tea to find out what it was. The tea ended up exploding everywhere because of his carelessness. Needless to say I never got to try that tea... but I still have the tea set.

Written By

Steven Ragnauth
Jordanian Marketplace

Memory/Description Label:

"This is a painting of a Jordanian Marketplace. It is a true representation of what a marketplace looks like over there. I liked this painting because of all the detail in it as well as how it captures the true essence of what a marketplace looks like in Jordan."

Written By

Steven Ragnauth
Part 2: The Caribbean
Steel Band

Memory/Description Label

"This is an very unique piece. The instrument shown in this picture is an instrument used in Calypso & Soca music. The instrument is a steel drum. When I first saw this piece I thought it was so unique. I loved that it had a little man playing this steel drum. It was a perfect gift for my Dad who loves Soca Music"

Written By

Sarah Ragnauth

| Steel Band | 2020 | Piece is From Trinidad & Tobago | Copper, Screws, & Steel |
Traditional Guyanese House

"A Traditional House in Guyana looks just like the one in this picture. The houses are all on stilts there. This house actually looks very similar to my Grandparent's house back home. This painting really captures the essence of the lifestyle in Guyana, South America."

Written By
Sarah Ragnauth

Published by Bryant Digital Repository, 2021
"For six consecutive summers my brother volunteered at a school in Amman, Jordan. Every time he came back from one of his trip's he would always bring back something. The first summer he brought back these sand bottles with all of our names on them. The unique thing about these sand bottles is that the sand is from the desert and they colored the sand in order to make the pictures."

Written By
Sarah Ragnauth
Coconut Mojito Man

Memory/Description Label:
"When I first saw this sculpture in Cuba, I thought it was so cool. Fun fact it is made from one coconut. It also has eyes that open and close. This is a very unique piece. It is one of the best sculptures that I own."

Written By
Steven Ragnauth
Black & White Vase

Memory/Description Label:
"I try to bring back something from every trip that I go on. When I went to the Dominican Republic, I actually bought this vase while I was on the beach. On the beaches they have little shops set up, which I thought was really cool."

Written By
Steven Raymond

Black & White Vase | 2017 | Piece is from Dominican Republic | Clay & Paint